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Amaranthine
Amaranthe

I think the other chord pages for this song is for the album version, but I
think 
this sounds good for the acoustic version of the song :)
I m sure there s some chord changes here and there I ve missed.  Also, standard
tuning, no capo!

Fm
Time
                                    G#
Is the reason why we fight to stay alive
   Ebsus4               Eb
Until the morning comes
Fm
It s a strife
                                            G#
But the shimmer in your eyes just makes me know
      Ebsus4         Eb
That you and I belong

G#                                 Ebsus4  Eb
And you can light the dark all by your own
    G#                                  Ebsus4
So let us show the world our love is strong

Chorus:
Fm
Like a sign
G#
Like a dream
     Ebsus4          Eb
You re my amaranthine
Fm              G#      Ebsus4    Eb
You are all I needed, believe me
        Fm          Eb
Like we drift in a stream
       Ebsus4        G#
Your beautyâ€™s serene
        Ebsus4
There s nothing else
   G#            Eb
In life I ever need
                Fm
My dream, amaranthine



Fm
Time
                                           G#
Goes by as day and night are turning into years
        Ebsus4             Eb
But I m lying in your arms
          Fm
It s the place
                                         G#
Where I know that I am closest to your heart
            Ebsus4         Eb
Where the dark is torn apart

G#                   Ebsus4        Eb
I know you feel the same as I inside
    G#                                Eb
It feels like in a dream where we can fly

Chorus:
Fm
Like a sign
G#
Like a dream
     Ebsus4          Eb
You re my amaranthine
Fm              G#      Ebsus4    Eb
You are all I needed, believe me
        Fm          Eb
Like we drift in a stream
       Ebsus4        G#
Your beautyâ€™s serene
        Ebsus4
There s nothing else
   G#            Eb
In life I ever need
                Fm
My dream, amaranthine

Fm    
It s a strife    
                                            G#    
But the shimmer in your eyes just makes me know
         Ebsus4    Eb
You re my amaranthine

Chorus:

Fm
Like a sign
G#
Like a dream



     Ebsus4          Eb
You re my amaranthine
Fm             G#      Ebsus4    Eb
You are all I needed, believe me

Fm
Like a sign
G#
Like a dream
     Ebsus4          Eb
You re my amaranthine
Fm              G#      Ebsus4    Eb
You are all I needed, believe me
        Fm          Eb
Like we drift in a stream
       Ebsus4        G#
Your beautyâ€™s serene
        Ebsus4
There s nothing else
   G#            Eb
In life I ever need
                Fm
My dream, amaranthine


